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1 - Destiny Island!

Disclaimer: We don't own Kingdom Hearts or any songs, or other junk in this fic! So go crawl
back into the hole where you came from ya stinking lawyers!

Mike: It's a whole new fic!

Serena: And I'm helping!

Shobu: Don't forget me!

Mike: Now that we've established that let the fic begin!

Serena: R&R, No Flames, and Enjoy!

Shobu: And here's the descriptions of the characters:

Mike: Mike is the hero of our story and the son of Sora. He has dark brown straight-combed hair.
Wears blue hoodie and blue jeans, has blue eyes and is medium height.

Shobu: Shobu is Mike's cousin and the son of Riku. (Riku married Sora's sister.) Has black
straight-combed hair and wears a yellow muscle shirt and blue jeans, has brown eyes and is tall
for his age. (The same outfit as Riku when he was his age).



Serena: Mike's cousin and Riku's sister. Has long dark brown hair and wears blue jeans and a
red hoodie. She is really nice and has blue eyes.

Selphie: A girl who lives on Destiny Island. Her weapon of choice is a very long jump rope and
she wears a yellow t-shirt and a yellow skirt. She has blue eyes and is friends with everyone on
the island.

Tidus: An island boy who wears blue jeans with half of the left side torn off and his weapon of
choice is a long staff.

Wakka: An island teen that wears blue jeans and a white t-shirt. His weapon of choice is a
souped-up volleyball.

Kairi Jr.: Daughter of Kairi. A girl Mike's age who meets up with Mike in the later chapters. She
wears purple shorts with a purple skirt covering half of them and a black t-shirt with a while
t-shirt over it covering the lower and middle parts of it. She is also a Keyblade master and has
blue eyes.

Serena: Now that we've established who everyone is let's get on with the fic!

Chapter One: Destiny Island!

“Morning guys!” Mike yelled to his two cousins Shobu and Serena.

“You're late…again!” Shobu yelled.



“So I overslept, what's the big deal?” Mike said as he tied his boat up.

“The big deal is that we were supposed to work on the boat some more today!” Shobu yelled.

“Alright, sorry…”

“Well it's just good that he's here right?” Serena asked.

“I guess… oh well, I'll see you guys after I gather some more wood!” Shobu ran off to the other side of
the island.

“Alright so what else do we need Serena?”

“We need some food can you manage that cuz?” Serena said, smiling.

“Yeah, so I'll see ya!” Mike ran off and started gathering mushrooms, coconuts, and other food needed.

“I'm feeling up to some battles and Selphie's over there!” Mike ran over to the pier.

“Selphie, what's up? You feel up to a battle?” Selphie pulled out her jump rope and accepted.

“Let's go Selphie!” Mike pulled out his Wooden Sword.

“Don't expect me to go easy on you Mike!”



Selphie made the first move by whipping Mike, and then Mike did a three hit combo, then Selphie tried to
whip Mike again but Mike hit her rope back at he, stunning her for a second and he followed up with
another three hit combo, and Selphie followed up with the whip and Mike countered it once again and
finished Selphie off with another three hit combo.

“Game over Selphie! I win!” Suddenly Mike was covered in green light for a second and a voice spoke.

“Level gain! Attack level raised!” And the voice disappeared as soundly as it came.

“Awesome Mike, you gained a level!” Mike had a confused look on his face as Selphie explained it.

“When you earn a certain amount of experience points you gain a level. And when you gain a level you
gain a point in attack, defense, max accessories, max equipments, or health power. And each time you
gain a level you have to earn more experience to gain another level!” Selphie explained.

“So I would be level two now right?”

“Right!”

“Cool! Maybe I'll challenge Tidus to battle for more experience so see ya!” Mike ran up the ladder and
went to the corner where Tidus was.

“Tidus, hey dude!” Mike said.

“Hey what's up Mike?” Tidus stopped swinging his staff for a second.



“What's up is a challenge!” Mike said as he pointed his wooden sword at Tidus.

“You got it Mike!” The two jumped down from the giant tree house and started the battle.

Mike started the battle with a three hit combo and Tidus blocked the third hit and countered with a hard
swing, throwing Mike on the ground.

Mike back flipped up and did a hard slash to Tidus and followed up with a three hit combo, knocking
Tidus down.

Tidus jumped up and struck tried to hit Mike, but he blocked and did another three hit combo and
followed up with a two hit combo, lowering Tidus's health down to the red zone, then Tidus jumped up
and smacked Mike on the chest making Mike flinch and Tidus smacked him again then Mike finished
Tidus off with a three hit combo.

“Great battle Mike! You actually won!” Tidus said and Mike started glowing green.

“Oh yeah another level!” Mike held his sword up his and the voice spoke again.

“You are now level three… You have upgraded in defense power!” And the voice disappeared.

“Thanks for the battle Tidus! By the way where's Wakka?”

“I think he's over by the secret place nobody knows about.” Mike ran off to find Wakka.

“Thanks Tidus, see ya later!” Mike ran around and after five minutes found Wakka.



“Yo Wakka, feel up to a battle?” Wakka picked his volleyball up and answered.

“You know it! You're going down Mike!” The two took their places on the beach and took battle
positions.

“Take this!” Wakka threw his volleyball at a super fast speed and Mike knocked the volleyball right back
at Wakka, stunning him, so Mike charged at him and threw a three hit combo, then Wakka smacked
Mike in the face with the ball, knocking Mike down then he threw his ball right at Mike, lowering his
health down even lower.

“Take this dude!” Mike back rolled and jumped up using his back like a spring and kicked Wakka right in
the face and followed up with a three hit combo and ended with a kick to the face.

“You're done for Mike!” Wakka's ball started glowing and he threw it at Mike and he knocked it right
back, knocking Wakka down and stunning him, then Mike finished Wakka off with a three hit combo.

“And that's a wrap! Thought you'd win eh Wakka!?” Mike once again started glowing and the strange
voice appeared.

“You are now level four! You have upgraded in attack and you now can use Combo Plus!” Mike held his
sword up high and the new ability activated within him!

“Ha, ha yes! The Combo Plus ability is mine!” Mike put his sword down.

“Great job brodda, you even might be able to defeat Shobu man!” Wakka patted Mike on the back.



“What you think so? Shobu's like level ten and I'm a level four…”

“You're good you just might be able to beat your cousin!” Wakka pointed at the bit of island Shobu was
training on. “He's over there if you wanna fight him brodda!”

“Alright I will!” Mike rushed over to the hut that led to the ladder to the island, and then he ran across it
and met up with Shobu.

“Yo Shobu, how's about a battle right here, right now!” Shobu jumped down from the tree trunk he was
sitting on and pulled his sword out.

“You want to challenge me!? Alright I accept!” Shobu made the first move by slashing Mike then Mike
used his new four hit combo and Shobu fell over and used his back as a spring and kicked Mike then
Mike used another four hit combo and then kicked Shobu making him roll instead of kick then Mike
followed up with another four hit combo then Shobu got up and jumped up in the air and did a three hit
combo on Mike, then Mike countered with his four hit combo and followed up with a kick and another
slash, making Shobu's health drop to it's last point and Mike finished Shobu off with a charge hit,
knocking Shobu off the island.

“I win Sho!” Suddenly a potion appeared in Mike's pack and he started glowing again.

“You are now level seven! You're health, attack, and defense power is increased, and you now have the
ability “Scan”!” Mike raised his sword up high and the ability integrated within him.

“Y-you beat me!? You actually beat me!?” Shobu swam up to the island and threw Mike a paopu fruit.

“You said you wanted one of these?” Mike caught the paopu and had a puzzled look on his face.

”A Paopu fruit is supposed to have mythical powers and when you share one with somebody your
destinies become intertwined, and you become part of each others lives no matter what…” Shobu



explained.

“So what am I supposed to do with it?”

“Someday you'll thank me. See ya!” Shobu jumped off the island and ran over to the other side of the
island.

“Okay… that was strange… oh well, better just throw it in the pack just in case.” Mike opened the small
bag on his belt loop and the paopu became as small as an ant, then he closed it.

“Hey Serena!” Mike jumped off the island and ran over to Serena.

“Hey Mike, did you get what I asked for?” Mike opened his pack and a massive amount of food
materialized in front of him.

“Does all this count?” Serena had a look of surprise and she looked at Mike with a puzzled look.

“Mike who'd you rob!? I know you'd never work this hard to get all this!” Mike grabbed the back of his
head with both hands.

“It was easy the trees are filled with fruit and coconuts!” Mike chuckled and hit Serena playfully.

“You are so weird Mike… but that's why I like you!” Serena hugged her cousin and ran off.

“Where are you going Serena!?” Serena giggled and answered.



“Home silly! We've got to be well rested for tomorrow right!? That's when we set sail!” Serena blew a
kiss to Mike and ran over to her boat and sailed home.

“Man, my family is so strange!” Mike walked over to Wakka, Tidus, and Selphie who were training on
the beach.

“Hey guys, how about a three on one battle since you definitely can't beat me individually maybe
together you can!” The three talked it over and accepted then they took their places on the beach.

“Let's go!” Wakka made the first move and Mike blocked the volleyball right at Tidus then Mike ran by
Selphie and slashed her then he used a four hit combo and Tidus and Wakka threw the speedy ball at
Mike again and it smacked him right in the face then Tidus smacked Mike on the same place the ball hit
then Selphie tried to hit Mike with the jump rope but he hit it back and it tied itself around Tidus and
Selphie then Mike used a four hit combo and Mike saw Selphie's health had dropped to it's last point
then Mike finished her off with a four hit combo!

“You're done for Selphie!” Wakka threw a super ball and Mike hit it right back at Tidus who was stunned
and Mike finished Tidus off with a four hit combo.

“That's two down now one to go!” Wakka tossed a ball at a super high speed and Mike hit it back then it
hit Wakka right on the face, knocking him down then Mike used his golf skills to smack Wakka around
and Wakka got up then Mike finished him off with a four hit combo.

“Ha, ha, ha! Even when it's three against one you can't win!” Mike started glowing and a potion was
placed into his pack.

”You are now level eight! You have upgraded in health!” Mike held his sword up high and a few
seconds later he placed it down.

“Man brodda, you got serious skills! Well I gotta go, see ya!” Wakka got up and walked over to his boat
and swam off.



“Me too Mike, see ya later!” Tidus jumped into his boat and paddled off.

“Me too dude, see ya!” Selphie winked at Mike and she got into her boat then paddled off.

“I have the strangest friends…” But Serena's right, I do need to get some rest if I'm going to be ready for
tomorrow…” Mike hopped into his boat and rowed over to his house.

(That night)

(Thunderclap) A heavy storm had appeared and Mike was tossing and turning in bed.

“The boat! I've gotta go see if it's tied up!” Mike snuck outside and rowed his way to the island and saw
the boat tied to the pier.

“Good it's safe… What, who's that going in the secret area!?” Mike ran over to the secret area and saw
nothing inside.

“Maybe my imagination?” Suddenly a cloaked figure stood behind Mike.

“Who are you!? Why are you here!?” Mike pointed his wooden sword at the cloaked person and it was
knocked right out of his hands.

“This world has been connected… tied to the darkness… you have so very much to learn…”

“Oh yeah!? I'm building a boat to travel to other worlds and gain knowledge freak!”



“Young fool… He who knows nothing can understand nothing…” Mike turned his back for a minute to pick
his sword up and the hooded person disappeared without a trace.

“Wha- Where are you!?” Mike walked out and saw a dark, shadowed figure on the island where he and
Shobu sparred all the time.

“I wonder who that is… I'd better check it out…” Mike ran over to the island and millions of dark shadow
figures came out of the ground and started coming after Mike.

”What the bloody heck are these things!?” Mike swung his wooden sword at the shadowed figures and
it swung right through them, then Mike ran for his life towards the island and he finally made it to the
island.

“Who are you!?” Mike looked at the person who turned out to be a girl that Mike had never seen in his
life.

“Mike…” The girl disappeared and a glowing light emerged from Mike's wooden sword and it turned into
the shape of a key.

“Wha- what's this!?” The voice that informed of a new level once again showed up.

“Keyblade…Keyblade…Keyblade…Keyblade…Keyblade…” Mike swung the Keyblade around and it
destroyed a shadow.

“What! This key thingy can kill them!? Alright!” Mike started killing off shadows and he noticed a door in
front of the secret area.



“What? What's up with that door!?” Cold rain splashed against Mike as he ran towards the door and
when he finally got to it the door opened by itself.

“What the- it opened by itself!?” Mike ran through the door and when he got to the room he noticed a
large door in it.

“I know for a fact that wasn't there before!” Mike slashed at the door and a force pushed Mike back to
the back of the room and the mystery girl appeared again.

“Who are you!?” The girl was forced pushed her in Mike's direction and as she collided with him she
disappeared as quick as she came.

“Who is that!?” Mike ran out of the secret area and saw a dark swirling over the chunk of island where he
sparred all the time.

“I should just walk away but something tells me that I should go over there…” Mike ran over to the hut
and ran through, ran across the bridge and as soon as he entered the island's atmosphere it was
disconnected from Destiny Island and it hovered in the air.

“Ahh! What the heck is happening!?” A giant shadowed figure appeared before Mike and it slammed it's
fist into the ground, summoning shadow creatures from the dark vortex it created in the ground.

“Guess I'm stuck… But how do I defeat that!?” Mike remembered what his karate teacher taught him
about the upper facial region couldn't be trained to defend itself so he took the Keyblade and did a four
hit combo on the giant's face.

“Oh yeah, due to my scan ability I can see that he's got a good dent in his health after that assault!” The
giant picked it's mighty fist up and slammed it back down summoning more shadows and Mike killed
them off then attacked the darkside heartless's face again and followed up with a four hit combo to it's
arm taking a big chunk to the darkside's health bar.



“Looking a little tired there ugly! Maybe this will teach you to mess with me!” Mike slammed his
Keyblade into the darkside's face and followed up with a four way combo then the darkside slammed its
mighty fist into Mike, taking a big chunk out of his health.

“Darn it! I'm not losing this battle for anything! Mike used a flurry of combos taking hits along the way but
finally took the darkside down!

“Now you won't mess with me!” The darkside was sucked into the dark swirl in the air and Mike was
sucked into the vortex.

“Noooooooo!” All Mike could see was darkness…eternal darkness…

Two hours later Mike woke up and saw that he wasn't at Destiny Island… he was in a town that he had
never seen before in his life!

Author's Notes:

Mike: Well that's the conclusion of chapter one!

Serena: I was in it! ^.^!

Shobu: No duh we were the ones writing it!

Serena: What, you saying I'm stupid!?



Mike: Will you two shut up!? We have to talk to the reviewers!

Shobu: I guess you're right!

Serena: Alright… so did you all like the new chapter?

Mike: We hope you did because we're all about the reviewers! (And writing fics is fun^.^!)

Shobu: Well we better shut up and get on with it…

Serena: R&R, No Flames, and Enjoy ^.^!



2 - Traverse Town!

Disclaimer: We don't own anything!

Mike: We're back!

Serena: Hi guys!

Shobu: In this chapter Mike is in Traverse Town and he meets up with old friends, and old
enemies!

Serena: Don't tell them stupid!

Shobu: Whose stupid!?

Serena: You!

Mike: Guys for the last time, shut up!

Serena: Alright…

Shobu: We don't have to… hug do we?

Mike: YES! (Serena and Shobu hug)



Serena: Can we get on with the story!?

Shobu: R&R, No Flames, And Enjoy!

Chapter Two: Traverse Town!

Mike walked around Traverse Town trying to find out what to do.

“Umm, excuse me miss but where are we?” Mike asked a girl in a pink dress.

“We're in The First District! My name's Aereth!” Aereth shook Mike's hand and smiled.

“Thanks… Umm is there a place to rest around here?”

“Sure, right over there!” Aereth pointed to a shop.

“Umm, thanks… Aereth…” Mike walked over to the accessory shop and went through the giant double
doors.

“Hi welcome to my shop and… Oh by the look of you kid I'd say that you aren't a paying customer…” Cid
said frowning

“Hey, the name's not kid, it's Mike!”



“Alright, alright, Mike! What do you want!?”

“A place to sit down for a minute?” Cid thought for a moment.

“Alright… By the way, I'm Cid! Nice to meetcha kid!” Mike and Cid shook hands and Mike sat on the
couch.

“By the way gramps, what's the name of this town?” Mike asked.

“This here be Traverse Town! And just so's you know… MY NAME IS CID NOT GRAMPS!”

“Hey, could you yell any louder!? I can still hear out of this ear!” Mike joked.

“Hey, watch yer mouth kid, whose letting you use the couch!?”

“Alright, sorry…” About five minutes later Mike got up.

“Well I'd better go Cid, see ya around!” Mike left the shop and as soon as he left a tall man stood before
him.

“There is nowhere you can run… The heartless will find you no matter where you go… So long as you
wield the Keyblade…” The person was wearing black leather pants, a white t-shirt, and a black leather
jacked. The person showed his gunblade, challenging Mike to battle.

“Alright, you want a battle you got one!” Mike materialized his Keyblade in his hands and charged after
the man, and then the man used his gunblade to crosslash Mike as he charged by.



“You're good… But not good enough!” Mike did a four hit combo on the man and followed up with his
own crosslash, knocking the man down.

“I'm not losing!” The man shot a silver ball at Mike with his gunblade then got up and slashed at Mike.
Mike countered with a four hit combo and followed up with another crosslash and then a kick to the face.

“It's over!” The man took his gunblade and shot another silver ball and followed up with a crosslash,
knocking Mike down.

“This is it!” Mike activated a four hit combo and followed up with a flurry of slashes and finished with a
crosslash.

“You're better than expected kid!” The man crosslashed Mike and followed up with another slash, then
Mike countered with a double four hit combo and followed up with a quick trip and a slash and run.

“Ha, looks like you're not as good as you expected dude!” The man jumped back up and charged at
Mike, crosslashing him in the process, and both of them down to their last point.

“Here we go!” Both of them crosslashed each other.

“Now you're gonna…” Mike passed out on the cold, hard ground and a girl showed up.

“Aww you're slipping Squall!” The girl was named Yuffie. She wore short green jeans and a green tank
top (I think).

“I told you, the name's Leon…” Yuffie picked Mike up and she walked to the hotel in second district,
Leon eliminating heartless along the way.



About twenty minutes later Mike woke up to find himself in the red room with Yuffie staring right at his
face.

“Ahh, where am I!?” Mike tried to materialize his Keyblade but Leon let it sit on the wall.

“Hey calm down kid, I'm Yuffie and this is Squall!”

“It's Leon! Leon's my name!” Yuffie had a smirk on her face.

“I know that it's just fun teasing you (Giggle)!” Mike shook his head.

“Umm, hi Yuffie, I'm Mike…”

“Hope Leon didn't smack you too hard Mike!” Yuffie put her arm around Mike, lightly hugging him
making Mike blush.

“Your Keyblade's right here when you decide to go to the Third District to fight the boss heartless
there…”

“Wait, what's this about a boss!? I didn't ask to fight it!”

“The Keyblade chooses it's master dude and it chose you!” Yuffie said.

“What!? Why'd it choose me I didn't want this!” Tears came to Mike's eyes but didn't fall.



“Once the Keyblade chooses it's master you're stuck with it kid… so quit the baby stuff and fight like a
man! You beat me so I now can see why you're the chosen one… I know this is so much to take in but
you'll have to get used to it…” Leon said.

“Aww leave the poor guy alone Leon he's been through rough times…” Yuffie hugged Mike to comfort
him.

“It's okay Yuffie… Leon's right, I have to get up and fight!” Mike picked his Keyblade up and held it high.
“The Keyblade chose me for a reason and I'm going to use that choice wisely!”

“Good now that you're spirits are up let's…” A soldier heartless smashed through the window and Leon
smacked it right back out with the gunblade.

“Mike get to the Third District and defeat the source of all these heartless! I'll clear First District out!”
Leon, Yuffie, and Mike jumped out of the hotel, then Leon and Yuffie ran off to the First District while
Mike fought off heartless in second district.

“Take this ugly freaks!” Mike killed off over thirty heartless and realized that he wasn't going to defeat
them all so he ran around second district killing heartless on the way. When he finally found the door to
third district a giant large body heartless was guarding it.

“Yo ugly!” Mike hit the heartless but his Keyblade bounced right off the large body.

“Darn it, what to do… Wait his back doesn't have any fat, it's not protected!” Mike jumped over the
heartless and used his new crosslash and a four hit combo to eliminate the large body. After it was
defeated Mike started glowing and he was informed of a new level.

“You are now level ten… You have increased in attack power and learned Strike Raid!” Mike wondered



why he jumped two levels then he remembered glowing right before he passed out at Leon and a voice
saying nine and health.

“So that's how…” Mike raised his Keyblade and the new ability fused with him.

“Oh yeah!” Mike opened up the door to third district and he walked to the middle of the area, causing a
swarm of shadow heartless to appear.

“These are just too easy!” Mike started smashing shadows around and finally killed them all off.

“I stand corrected… These are way too easy!” Suddenly a giant floating armor heartless appeared
before Mike and swiped him hard.

“So ya wanna play hardball huh!? Go Strike Raid!” Mike's Keyblade started glowing and he tossed like
a boomerang nine times then he charged up and threw the Keyblade once again at the guard armor,
eliminating the two hands and taking a big chunk of health from the armor.

“Take that and this!” Mike used a four hit combo on the armor and followed up with a crosslash to the
chest plate.

“This thing is just too…” The guard armor stomped on Mike and charged up a rainbow beam in the lower
chest plate and shot Mike straight on the stomach.

”(Gasps for air) So you want… to take this to the next level freak!?” Mike charged the guard armor and
started with a crosslash, then a flurry of four hit combos, then finished off with a full power Strike Raid.

“Well there goes the rest of my magic, now I can't use Strike Raid again…” Mike struck the final blow to
the guard armor by using a final crosslash.



“And that's that!” The guard armor dismantled itself and disappeared into thin air and Mike raised his
Keyblade up in the air and a keychain called Brave Warrior attached to Mike's Keyblade.

“Oh yeah!” Mike looked around and saw a secret door that led to first district and tried to open it but it
was locked.

“Crap!” Mike looked around and saw a lock that the Keyblade fit in perfectly and unlocked the way to
first district where Leon, Yuffie, and Aereth were waiting for him.

“Hey guys, I beat the leader of Traverse Town!” Mike ran over to the three and hugged them.

“Good job Mike… You defeated the Guard Armor…” Leon said.

“And you're safe! Not a scratch on you!” Yuffie said cheerfully.

“No doubt that you could do it Mike!” Aereth said.

“Now you will have to travel to other worlds and lock them up with the Keyblade…” Leon said.

“Also before you go, this is from the three of us!” Yuffie placed 100 munny in Mike's hands.

“And this is from me.” Aereth gave Mike a Hi-Potion.

“And this is from Leon!” Yuffie gave Mike an Ether.



“Thanks so much guys! But how do I get to other worlds!?” Just as Mike said this Cid showed up and
threw a key to Mike.

“What am I supposed to do with this!?”

“It's the key to a gummy ship, what else!?” Cid pointed to where the gummy ship was.

“Uhh thanks! I guess I'd better go to the next world right?”

“Right. And along the way you'll gain more keychains that increase the power of your Keyblade and the
shape of it, therefore infusing you with more powers then ever before…”

“Thanks for the info Leon, as soon as I lock up two worlds I'll come back to visit you guys!” Mike said.

“Oh and before you go here's a new magic spell and a new ability for your collection!” Yuffie
empowered Mike with the magic spell Fire and the ability “Dodge Roll”.

“Thanks so much guys! I'll see ya later!” Yuffie pecked Mike's cheek, causing Mike to blush lightly.

“Wait, where's the ship again?” Cid pointed to where the ship was and Mike raced towards the gummy
ship, en route to Wonderland!

Author's Note:

Mike: Yippie! Another chapter finite'



Shobu: I actually liked it!

Serena: And another chapter's on the way ^.^!

Mike: Next time Mike travels to Wonderland and gains more friends and enemies!

Shobu: So goodnight, and Godspeed!

Serena: R&R, No Flames, and Enjoy!



3 - Wonderland!

Disclaimer: We don't own anything losers!

Mike: We're back again with chapter three!

Serena: And Shobu's not here to help with this chapter…

Mike: Oh well, we'll write this chapter without him ^.^!

Serena: Okay! Now let's get on with it!

Mike: R&R, No Flames, and Enjoy!

Chapter Three: Wonderland!

Mike set coordinates for the next world and the ship sped up to hyper speed!

“Let's go!” Mike sat at the control booth and shot all heartless shops along the way, taking any gummy
blocks along the way. After ten minutes he arrived at Wonderland and he was teleported inside
Wonderland!

As soon as Mike landed on the save portal a white, talking rabbit ran by him.

“I'm late! Oh my fur and Whiskers, I'm late, I'm late, I'm late!” The rabbit ran into a tiny hole in the wall



and Mike spotted a door and he went through it.

“Whoa, everything's so small around here!” Mike crouched down and looked at the small door and the
doorknob spoke.

“No, you're just simply too big!” Mike jumped back and poked the doorknob.

“Quit that! If you want to get smaller try that bottle on the table!” Mike got up and a table appeared right
in front of him, causing Mike to jump back again and he landed on the visible part of the purple bed and
it slipped into the wall, revealing another door.

“What the! Man everything here is screwed up!” Mike walked over to the table and drank the bottle,
causing him to shrink to a tiny size.

“Whoa, I'm tiny!?” Mike saw the hole in the wall and decided to walk through it. When he did he saw a
court in session and a fat queen residing.

“I sentence you Alice to death for attempt at my heart!” The queen pointed a finger at Alice and the
cards got their spears ready.

“I did nothing wrong! Just because you're the queen doesn't mean you have to be so, so mean!” The
queen ordered the beheadment of Alice and Mike ran in front of Alice.

“Hold it right there queenie!” Mike readied his Keyblade and the cards readied their spears.

“I know who the real culprit is!”



“And just who would that be young man!?” The queen smirked at Mike.

”Yeah, it was the hear…” Mike stopped himself because he remembered that he had to retain the world
order.

“Umm, it was… someone who isn't classified…” The queen had a puzzled look on her face and then
smirked.

“Evidence… If you can give me proof of who committed the crime I'll let Alice go… until then Alice shall be
locked away!” The cards tried to grab Alice but Mike slashed them off of her and grabbed her hand.

“Alice comes with me! I can't trust you queen of hearts!” The queen scratched her chin for a second.

“Alright… But if you kidnap her we will find you boy!” Mike nodded and the two wandered off into the
next area of Wonderland.

“Umm, not to sound ungrateful but who are you?” Mike smiled at Alice.

“My name's Mike. And the real culprit are those things over there!” Lots of soldier and shadow heartless
popped up from the ground and Mike slashed them all into oblivion.

“You okay Alice?” Alice had a surprised look on her face as Mike de-materialized the Keyblade.

“You should know this place better than anyone right Ali…” A purple cat suddenly appeared and
interrupted Mike.

“Hello, I'm the Cheshire Cat! And it's me to trust if you want the evidence needed to go on to the next
world! The cat threw a purple box at Mike and disappeared as soundly as it appeared.



“Should we trust a cat Alice?” Mike looked at the box in a puzzled way.

“That's the Cheshire cat, he's totally trustworthy!”

“Alright Alice, if you say he's trustworthy then I trust him too!”

“Oh before we go we should celebrate our unbirthdays in the tea party room!” Alice said as she
grabbed Mike's wrist and led him to the tea party garden.

“Umm, what's an unbirthday? Mike asked confused.

“Well you have one birthday in a year and the rest are un-birthdays!” Mike and Alice sat down at the
giant table and a potion, hi-potion, mega potion, elixir, ether, and megalixer appeared in Mike's pack!

“Whoa! Thanks for taking me here Alice!” Alice smiled at Mike.

“You're very welcome Mike!” Alice hugged Mike and then they enjoyed cake and tea.

“I suppose we'd better get going huh Alice?”

“Yes I suppose…” The two of them walked out of the garden and tons of heartless appeared.

“Stay back Alice I'll protect you!” Mike materialized his Keyblade and used his Strike Raid all ten times
and killed off all the heartless in the room.



“Thank you Mike!” Mike de-materialized his Keyblade.

“You're welcome Alice, anything for a friend!” Mike smiled and the two walked back into the courtroom.

“Time's up kid! You'd better have the evidence or it's off with Alice's head!” Mike materialized the box
and opened it to reveal a heartless that disappeared as soon as it appeared.

“What the bloody heck was that!?” Mike smirked at the queen.

“That's the real culprit queenie!” The queen looked outraged at Mike.

“Cards, grab Alice, place her in the cage!” The cards grabbed Alice and put her in a cage and towers
appeared out of the ground and the cards turned the pulleys on them to raise Alice high off the ground.

“Help me!” A curtain was placed over the cage.

“Attack the boy now!” The cards charged at Mike as he materialized his Keyblade.

“Stand back cards! Now watch this magic trick, I'll make all the cards go bye-bye!” Mike charged at the
cards and knocked them out, then attacked a tower with a four hit combo, then the cards got up and
Mike was surrounded by cards!”

“Watch this, I'll burn some cards into oblivion, FIRE!” A fireball shot out of the Keyblade and knocked
three cards down then Mike attacked the tower with a crosslash and a four hit combo, destroying it!



“Attack him!” Mike noticed that they only attacked when ordered so Mike found a weakness, he
attacked the queen and she was flipped facedown, revealing her heart underwear and causing the cards
to rush to her aid.

“I see London, I see France, I see a destroyed tower!” Mike used Strike Raid and destroyed another
tower! The queen got back up and ordered to attack at all cost!

“Not today freaks!” Mike rushed the last tower and used a flurry of four hit combos and finished it off
with a crosslash!

“Take that!” Mike spun his Keyblade around and placed it over his shoulder in triumph.

The cage fell to the ground and when the curtain lifted Alice was gone!

“What'd you do with Alice!? Don't test my patience queen where is she!?” Mike aimed his Keyblade at
the Queen of Hearts.

“We didn't do anything! Cards, find her!” All the cards ran into the garden and Mike stood there, angry.

“Wait! The Cheshire cat might be in that room with the talking doorknob, he'd know where Alice
is!” Mike ran into the first room that he was in and the Cheshire cat appeared.

“Hello, hello! I see that the trial is over!”

“Alice was kidnapped cat where is she?” The cat had a puzzled look.

“She is here, there, and nowhere! She is gone without a trace!” The cat threw a blue orb that integrated



with Mike.

“You now know Blizzard! And now the heartless is here!”

“What!?” The Cheshire cat disappeared and a giant heartless called Trickmaster appeared in front of
Mike!

“That stupid cat, he set me up!” Mike materialized his Keyblade and activated Strike Raid and hit the
Trickmaster ten times then followed up with a crosslash and finished with a four hit combo.

“Dumb heartless!” The Trickmaster hit Mike with a powerful kick and punched him then Mike countered
with a crosslash and a flurry of four hit combos. The Trickmaster swiped at Mike and he blocked it with
his Keyblade and after countering he used a crosslash and activated Strike Raid to finish the
Trickmaster off!

“Take that stupid!” The Trickmaster disappeared and Mike started glowing as he gained a level!”

“You are now level twelve!” You have increased in attack, and health and you now know air combo
plus!” Mike raised his Keyblade high and the ability integrated within him!

“Score another for Mike!” Mike twirled his Keyblade and de-materialized it.

“Time to go to the next world! And Alice… I swear I'll find you!” Mike ran over to a save point and was
teleported to the gummy ship.

“Time to kill some heartless ships!” Mike activated the gummy ship and activated hyper speed! Mike
shot all heartless ships in his way and picked two blueprints up and got a lot of gummy blocks on the
way!
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Chapter Four: Deep Jungle!

Mike arrived at the Deep Jungle and was immediately transported to the tree house where Sabor the
tiger was residing! As soon as Mike arrived Sabor attacked and Mike defended himself by using a four
hit combo to knock Sabor against the tree house then Sabor slashed Mike and bit him, causing Mike to
fall to his knees then he got up and used crosslash and activated Strike Raid and hit the tiger ten times
then followed up with an aerial four hit combo and finished with a regular four hit combo, knocking the
tiger out!



“Take…that…stupid…tiger…” Mike was on the floor, blood was trickling down his knee and Mike could
barely move when Sabor got back up and lunged at Mike when a man in only a loincloth jumped through
the window and defended Mike with his long spear, then the tiger fled leaving Mike and Tarzan in the
tree house.

“Lucky… I have these potions…” Mike threw a potion up in the air and he was instantly healed!

“Umm, thanks for saving me…” Tarzan looked at Mike puzzled to see a person like him.

“Me…Tarzan…”

“Well I'm Mike!” Tarzan signaled Mike to follow him and he jumped off the tree house.

“So… I'm supposed to jump off a tree house? Well here goes…” Mike jumped off the tree house and
landed in a small area with a giant hollowed out tree trunk and Tarzan jumped through the tree trunk.

“This is too strange… but if I have to…” Mike jumped through the tree trunk and he landed on a super
long tree trunk.

“Oh yeah, I land on that slope there and I'll be able to surf right down this trunk!” Mike materialized his
Keyblade and shot a fireball to send him back just enough to land on the slope, then he slid all the way
over the trunk and when he got to the end he landed in a campsite where Tarzan was waiting.

“Hey Tarzan, where are we going!?” Tarzan grunted and went inside the tent, motioning Mike to do the
same.

“Guess we're going inside a tent…” Mike went inside the tent and a young woman, a professor, and a
full-grown man, clean-shaven.



The young woman bent over to match Mike's height.

“Hello…my name…is Jane…”

“Umm, hi I'm Mike nice to meet you!” Mike smiled at the group of people staring at him.

“Ah, so you know English!” The professor exclaimed.

“So it's safe to say that you're not Tarzan's relative…” Mike had a puzzled look on his face.

“Allow me to explain. Tarzan was raised in the jungle by gorillas and we just recently took him in and
started teaching him English.” The grown man explained. “By the way, I'm Clayton.” Mike shook hands
with Clayton.

“Well we were about to show Tarzan some slides but I can't seem to find them, I must have dropped
them outside accidentally…”

“No problem, I'll go get them for you!”

“Okay, thank you.” Mike ran out of the tent and searched around and eventually found the slides and
returned to the tent.

“Hey Jane, these yours?” Mike threw the slides to Jane and she caught them.

“Thank you so much! Now I'll just put these here and, there!” The slides started rolling and Tarzan



looked amazed at the things he learned.

“Well Tarzan, can you take us to the gorillas? Do you understand?” Tarzan looked amazed and finally
spoke.

“I…understand… but Kerchak's permission needed…”

“Who's Kerchak?” Jane asked.

“Obviously Kerchak is the leader of his group of gorillas. I shall accompany him to make sure of his safe
return…” Clayton said, smirking.

Tarzan accepted and the two left to the gorilla valley.

“Hey I'll be back I'm just going for a walk for a minute, see ya!” Mike walked over to the next area and
when he entered a young girl about his age was being chased by Sabor.

“Get off her Sabor!” Mike drew his Keyblade out and did a four hit combo, knocking Sabor against the
rocks.

“You got totally lucky last time Sabor but I'm going to win this time!” Mike charged at the tiger and
crosslashed him and followed up with a four hit combo, and ended with a Strike Raid.

“Wow… This kid is good!” The girl said while Mike finished up with his four hit combo, making Sabor
flee.

“You okay?” Mike noticed the wound on her arm and he used a potion to heal her.



“Thanks kid!”

“You're welcome, and the name's Mike!” Mike de-materialized his Keyblade.

“Mine's Kairi Jr., but call me Kairi!” The two shook hands.

“So you're also a Keyblade master huh?” Kairi materialized her own Keyblade. It looked the same as
Mike's but the blade was gold and the handle was silver.

“What!? I thought I was the only Keyblade master around nice to meet you!” Mike hugged Kairi in
excitement to meeting another Keyblade master.

“So you're also trying to seal the doors to all the worlds too right?” Kairi asked as she de-materialized
her Keyblade.

“Yup! I already sealed Wonderland up!” Mike said as he de-materialized his own Keyblade.

“I would have killed that tiger but he got an early lead and I couldn't concentrate on materializing my
Keyblade…” Kairi looked down in failure and Mike put a hand on her shoulder.

“It's okay Kairi, once you get enough practice you'll get it down!”

“Thanks Mike, but for now I'll just keep it out just in case!” Kairi stepped back and materialized her
Keyblade.



“Look, I know we just met and all but… how about we go traveling together?” Mike had a worried look on
his face but Kairi smiled.

“That sounds awesome! I was going to ask you the same thing but I was worried that you would turn me
down!”

“Then it's settled! To new friends, and allies!” Mike materialized his Keyblade and they both put their
Keyblades against each other's.

“Let's go, Sabor is somewhere around…” Mike was interrupted by a gunshot then a rumbling.

“What was that!?” Just as Mike spoke lots of powerwild and bouncywild heartless popped out of the
ground and started attacking.

“Get ready Kairi, looks like the heartless finally showed up!” Mike activated Strike Raid and killed half of
the heartless and Kairi activated Sonic Blade, charging around at a wicked speed, destroying the rest of
the heartless.

“One more!” A strange heartless appeared and Mike swung at it but it dodged easily.

“What!? Alright Kairi let's tag team, Strike Raid and Sonic Blade combo!” Mike and Kairi held hands and
Kairi activated Sonic Blade while Mike used Strike Raid; therefore Mike's Keyblade ricocheted
everywhere while Kairi slashed everywhere, but even with their tag team tactics they still didn't kill the
heartless.

”Dang it! There must be a weakness!” Mike thought of what to do and he finally thought of a strategy.

“Wait! Kairi, he may be fast but from what my scan ability tells me is that he'll go down with one attack
so split up!” Mike and Kairi split up to different parts of the area and started swinging as fast as they



could but they still didn't hit it.

“Mike, I've got a plan! Swing me to where the heartless is and you run to the other way!” Mike rushed
over to Kairi and grabbed her leg then swung her around and let go in the direction that the heartless
was and Mike ran the other way. The heartless sped over to the other side to dodge Kairi and met up
with Mike's Keyblade!

“And that's over!” The heartless disappeared and in its place was a keychain called Speed Demon.

“Here you go Kairi, you keep this!” Mike tossed the keychain to Kairi and she looked at Mike puzzled.

“Why'd you give it to me, you're the one who killed the heartless!” Kairi was about to give the keychain
back to Mike but he refused it.

“I've already got Brave Warrior, besides it helps concentration in materializing your Keyblade and it
bestows a lot more attack power upon you and it gives you tons more defense power!”

“You'll really let me have it!? Thanks so much!” Kairi took the keyring that was on the keychain and
placed it on the Kingdom Key's keychain then it appeared right next to the Kingdom Key keychain.

“You're totally welcome Kairi!” Mike smiled at his new friend.

“Well we'd better find the source of the rumbling right?”

“That's right! That rumbling caused heartless to appear so we need to find the source!” Mike and Kairi
ran back to the camp and met up with Jane.



“Hey Jane we're back!”

“Hello Mike! And who is this?” Jane asked.

“This is my new friend and fighting partner Kairi!” Mike said as he placed an arm around Kairi and she
did the same.

“Nice to meet you Kairi, I'm Jane.”

“Same here, by the way do you know where the rumbling came from?” Jane looked puzzled.

“No I'm sorry but I have no idea where it came from… maybe the tree house?” Mike immediately
remembered the tree house but Kairi landed in the campsite instead so she didn't know about it.

“Alright, thanks Jane!” Mike and Kairi ran out of the tent and went over to the Hippo Lagoon then
climbed up the vine leading up to the vines.

“Kairi, you sure that you can handle jumping from vine to vine like that?” Kairi looked down in fear.

“W-well I've never told anyone this but I'm afraid of heights…”

“That's alright Kairi, just hang onto me and I'll get us over to the tree house!”

“You sure Mike? You won't drop me will you!?”



“Of course not Kairi! I wouldn't drop you if it kills me!” Kairi got up on Mike's back and Mike started
jumping from vine to vine until he got to the end and Kairi got back off.

“What'd I tell you Kairi I would never drop you!”

“Thanks Mike!”

“No problem Kairi! What are friends for?” Kairi softly hugged Mike and they both climbed up the vine
ladder that led to the pathway to the tree house.

“Let's go!” They both ran up to the tree house and saw Clayton aiming his gun at a gorilla!

“What the heck are you doing!?” Mike materialized his Keyblade and smacked Clayton in the head,
causing him to shoot the roof accidentally and the gorilla ran away.

“What the blazes are you doing Clayton!?” Kairi yelled.

“You even look at any gorilla again Clayton and I will personally make sure that you're done for!” Mike
yelled as he pointed his Keyblade at Clayton.

“Okay, okay… I'll stay away…” Clayton jumped off the ledge and went straight to the campsite.

“I don't trust that dude… What do you say Kairi can he be trusted?” Kairi thought for a minute and then
materialized her Keyblade.

“Nope, now we need to get to the campsite before Clayton!” Mike and Kairi jumped off the ledge and
then jumped through the tree trunk and surfed the vine that led to the camp.



“Clayton's been here alright… everything's trashed!” Kairi said as they ran into the tent to find Tarzan,
Jane, and Terk there.

“Guys what happened here!?” Kairi exclaimed.

“Clayton was here… he trashed everything and headed for the cliffs…” Jane said sadly.

“Then we'll kick his butt!” Just as Mike and Kairi were about to leave Tarzan stopped them.

“Tarzan go too!” Tarzan said.

“Alright, we'll need all the help we can get against him!” The three headed out and towards the cliffs
where Clayton was waiting.

“Clayton you jerk! We're here to beat the living crap out of you!” All three of them charged Clayton and
Mike activated the four hit combo and followed up with crosslash. Then Kairi used Strike Raid and
Tarzan struck Clayton with his twirling spear ten times.

“Well, well… I admit defeat… never!” Through the cliff an invisible opponent known as Stealth Sneak
appeared and struck all three of them.

“Crud! How do we beat something invisible!?” Kairi exclaimed and Tarzan twirled his spear and struck
Stealth Sneak ten times.

“Of course, Tarzan was raised by apes so his sense of smell is better than ours!” Mike said.



Kairi looked around and saw that one area was different that the others. “Mike, that area is a little
different than others see?” Mike looked around and noticed the area that was different.

“Ha! Alright Kairi, you and Tarzan take down Stealth Sneak and I'll handle Clayton personally!” Mike
charged at Clayton and he was shot by Clayton's gun, knocking a huge chunk of hp out of Mike, then
Mike charged once again and successfully did a four hit combo and followed up with crosslash and
finished his combo with a spinning tornado strike, taking most of Clayton's heath off.

“Take this!” Kairi activated an aerial Sonic Blade and hit ten times then used a three hit combo and
finished her combo chain with an uppercut with the Keyblade. Tarzan hit with his twirling spear then he
jump-sliced Stealth Sneak leaving him with half hp.

“You're finished Clayton!” Mike charged at Clayton dodging the continuous bullet shots and finishing
with his strongest crosslash! Mike started glowing and he was informed of his gaining of level thirteen
and gaining more attack power.

“Kairi, all three of us tag-team with me using Strike Raid, you with Sonic Blade, and Tarzan with his
tornado spear strike!” Mike yelled as Mike and Kairi held onto each other while Kairi passed through
Stealth Sneak ten times while Mike tossed his Keyblade around like a boomerang, then Tarzan finished
with tornado strike!

Stealth Sneak fell with a thud and he disappeared while Mike and Kairi glowed and was informed that
Mike grew to level fourteen and grew in MP and learned counterattack, while Kairi grew to level fourteen
also and grew in attack power and also learned counterattack.

“We did it guys! We beat them both!” Mike said triumphantly.

Suddenly Mike and Kairi's Keyblades glowed and then a green light integrated with them, giving them
the power of healing; Cure!



“Thank… you… friends.” Tarzan said as Kerchak and the rest of the apes came up.

“(Grunts)” Kerchak handed a navi-g gummy block to Mike and one to Kairi.

“Umm, thanks, I think…” Kairi said.

Kerchak grabbed both Mike and Kairi and threw them up to a high ledge where they found a huge cave.

“Kairi, this place is huge!” Mike exclaimed as the two searched around the cave.

“He must have thrown us up here for a reason right?” Kairi asked.

“That's probably it… maybe the keyhole!” Mike and Kairi ran all around the cave and eventually found a
room where butterflies were everywhere.

“Wow… it's so beautiful!” Kairi said as she laid her head on Mike's shoulder.

“You're right… this is so amazing!” Mike and Kairi pulled their Keyblades out and sealed the keyhole
together!

“The keyhole's sealed!” A navi-g gummy fell out of the hole and Mike picked it up.

“I have no idea what kind of gummy block this is… maybe Cid will know!” Mike exclaimed.

“Who's Cid?” Kairi asked.



“He was a gummy block engineer I met in Traverse Town, he'd know what kind of gummy blocks these
are.” Mike said.

“Well before we go let's go talk to Jane and Tarzan again!”

“Alright, let's go!” Mike and Kairi found their way out of the cave and jumped down from the ledge.

“Jane, Tarzan how are you?” Kairi asked.

“We're great! And we have to thank you somehow so take this!” Jane handed the Jungle King keychain
to Kairi.

“Alright an upgrade!” Mike exclaimed.

“But only one of us can use it…” Kairi said sadly.

“Nope! Kairi, place the keychain on the ground would you?” Kairi placed the keychain on the ground.

“Now we take our Keyblades and touch the keychain at the same time!” Mike and Kairi hit the keychain
at the same time with their Keyblades and instantly both their Keyblades had a butterfly keychain at the
end of their Keyblades and the shapes had totally changed! They now had a red handle and a white
blade!

“These rock! Thank you so much Jane!”



“You're very welcome!” Jane said smiling.

“I'm sorry but we have to leave Jane… We'll stop back by sometime!” Mike said as they left through the
save point.

“Kairi, we can fuse out two gummy ships together and create one kick-butt ship what do you say?” Mike
asked.

“That sounds awesome, let's fuse em!” Mike and Kairi used the gummy ship blueprint screen to fuse
the two gummy ships together into a mighty ship!”

“Olympus Coliseum ahoy!” Mike handled the steering and lasers while Kairi monitored the ship damage
reports.

After ten minutes they arrived at the Olympus Coliseum!
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5 - Olympus Coliseum!
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Chapter Five: Olympus Coliseum!

“Alright Kairi we're almost there! Just a little further and…” The duo arrived at the Olympus Coliseum and
they walked through the giant gates.

“About time you showed up! Move that boulder over there for me would ya?” Mike and Kairi looked
puzzled as they saw Phil posing up a sign. They tried to move the boulder but it was no use, it was too
heavy.

“It's way too heavy!” Mike yelled.



“What!? You can't move a tiny boulder like…” Phil turned around to find two kids instead of Hercules.

“Oh I'm sorry, name's Phil the trainer of heroes.” Phil explained.

“I'm Mike!”

“Kairi's my name!”

“So what are you doing?” Mike asked.

“I'm setting this place up for the games!”

“Games?”

“Heroes from all around gather to fight at the games!”

“Can we enter?” Kairi asked.

“HA! You two!? You guys ain't heroes!”

“Yes we are! We're Keyblade masters!” Mike said, ticked off.

“Alright shorties, if you can survive my obstacle course I might let you in…” Mike and Kairi said they
were ready and Phil led them to a timed barrel destroyer course.



“Destroy all barrels within time limit without abilities starting in three…two…one!” Mike and Kairi split up
and destroyed all barrels in their way then met at the top and destroyed all barrels in their way, then
jumped to the final platform and destroyed the last barrel with five seconds to spare.

“We did it Phil, now can we enter the games!?”

“Nope, you need a ticket to get in and two more words: you guys ain't heroes!”

“What!? But we cleared…”

“Doesn't matter, no ticket, no entry! By the way take this magic spell thunder on your way out!” Phil
blessed Mike and Kairi with the Thunder spell, then they walked out disappointed when a tall person with
fire for hair also known as Hades appeared outside.

“Hey kids, you want entry?” Two tickets appeared in his hand and he gave them to the two young
heroes.

“Umm, thanks I think…” Mike said.

“Yippee, now we can enter the games!” Kairi said, exited.

“Alright this rocks! Let's go!” Mike and Kairi entered the building and showed the tickets to Phil.

“Alright, I don't know how you got them but you're in the preliminary round now!” Mike and Kairi entered
the Coliseum and their first match was four shadows and four powerwild so Mike killed the powerwilds
with a chained four hit combo and Kairi killed the shadows with two Sonic Blade attacks so that she
didn't waste too much MP.



The second round was three large body heartless and Mike killed one with Strike Raid and he stated
glowing, a signal of a new level! He gained level fourteen and increased in defense.

“Sonic Blade!” Kairi activated a ten hit Sonic Blade and killed off the last two large bodies and then
started glowing! She leveled up to fourteen and increased in HP.

“That's the power of the Keyblade!” The third round consisted of two guard armor feet, a large body,
and five shadows. Mike killed off two shadows with a four hit combo while Kairi jumped into the middle of
all the heartless and activated Stun Impact stunning all the heartless around her then killing them off with
her four hit combo.

“Kairi, all that's left are those feet, kill them!” Mike and Kairi charged at the two feet and got some HP
taken but they eventually finished them off.

“Oh yeah!” the fourth battle was three black fungus heartless.

“Only three!? And their HP bars are super low let's get them!” Mike used Strike Raid and hit all three of
them ten times, barely taking any health away.

“What?! I don't get this, I hit them ten times and they barely got scratched!” Mike and Kairi charged the
funguses but they turned to silver unbeatable mode and shot out poison gas.

“(Coughs) Crud… we're losing points every second that passes… Kairi's taken way more damage than
me; she might not be able to hold on much longer… I've got to help her, she's my best friend and I'll
protect her no matter what!” Mike forced his eyelids open and saw that Kairi was passing out right by
him, then he grabbed her and got her to a safe distance.

“Thanks Mike! Now those heartless must have a weak point so we need to find it!”



“Their weak point is that they're slow and they can't hold their protection form very long so that's when
we attack!” Mike and Kairi waited a little while and they finally went back to original form and that's when
Mike and Kairi struck with their tag-team tornado attack by holding onto each other and spinning around
with the Keyblade extended, therefore striking the funguses constantly, killing off this round of heartless.

“There's no beating us, we're unstoppable!” The fifth battle consisted of that super fast heartless and
eight shadow heartless.

“This should be easy, we know thunder and it spreads!” Mike and Kairi killed off all but one of the
shadow heartless when the speedy heartless struck it with it's dark claw, killing it.

“What!? It can kill anything with one shot and it's that fast!?” Kairi exclaimed.

“Then let's send it into oblivion, THUNDER!” Mike and Kairi struck different areas with thunder and they
killed it easily since they were in a small area.

“That was too easy!” Battle six consisted of five green requiem, five yellow opera, five red nocturne, five
blue elementals, and two Wizards.

“Looks like the elemental brothers are in town eh Kairi?” Mike used two rounds of his four hit combo to
kill off six of them, then he used crosslash twice to eliminate four of them, while Kairi killed ten of them
off with three rounds of her four hit combo so that only the two Wizards were left.

“Kairi, you take one on and I'll do the same!” Mike finished one off with double four hit combo and
finished it with crosslash, while Kairi did the same combo and defeated the Wizard.

“Oh yeah, we're unbeatable!” The semifinal match consisted of a fake guard armor and four shadow
heartless around it.



“It's a fake! So this should be easy!” Mike and Kairi attacked the center torso with a string of combos
and destroyed it, hoping to see the feet and gauntlets disappear but unfortunately they stayed and
attacked Mike.

“Oh so ya wanna play hardball huh!? Well how about rapid fireballs!” Mike twirled his Keyblade around
and activated rapid fireballs, causing a ring of fire to appear, then Mike activated Strike Raid with the
added fire element tripling the strength of it, therefore destroying three shadow heartless and the rest of
the guard armor.

“Kairi, before we enter the final round do you need to heal anything?”

“Now that you mention it I'll use a Megalixer to heal both of us completely!” Kairi tossed a green orb in
the air and both her and Mike were completely healed, then Mike and Kairi killed off the last shadow.

“Thanks Kairi! Now let's beat the final round together!” The final match was against Cloud, a man with a
giant sword with tape around the middle.

“Hey Cloud, you're going down! Me and Kairi are going to win this one!” Mike and Kairi charged Cloud
but he sliced them both, knocking them down on the ground.

“What the!?” Mike and Kairi got up and Kairi used Stun Impact to stun Cloud then Mike used his four
round combo and a crosslash, then Cloud tried to slice Mike but he used Guard to rebound the attack,
then used counterattack to hit Cloud with four way combo then Kairi used the Keyblade uppercut and
crosslash.

”He doesn't stand a chance right Kairi?” Cloud flew up and started constantly slashing the two for a little
while then he stopped and got a smack with Mike's flaming Strike Raid and Kairi's Sonic Blade leaving
him with only half of his max HP.



“Haaaa!” Cloud charged up and jumped high in the air and slammed hard on Kairi, releasing dark
energy hurting Kairi even more. Kairi forced Cloud off and slammed her Keyblade on Cloud then both
Mike and Kairi slashed him with four way combos until he slashed the both of them and then
crosslashed them both and then regular slashed them, leaving them both with barely any HP.

“Mega-Potion!” Mike threw a Mega-Potion up in the air and them both were completely healed.

“Mike, let's use the duo-wield!” Mike and Kairi held hands and Kairi activated Sonic Blade and Mike
activated Strike Raid, then Cloud was left with barely any HP.

“Omnislash!!!” Cloud flew up and slashed both of them constantly, taking the rest of Mike's HP and
knocking him out of the fight.

”Mike!” Kairi's eyes had burning hatred in them and Kairi slashed Cloud as hard as she could and she
took him down!

“Oh yeah! Mike, that one was for you!” Mike showed up and they both held their Keyblades up high in
triumph and they started glowing and the voice informed them of level fifteen and they increased in HP,
when a giant black three-headed dog crashed through the coliseum and Hercules punched it back then
threw Cloud over his shoulder.

“Go on, get out of here!” Hercules held back Cerberus while Mike and Kairi ran out of the coliseum and
went into the lobby.

“What the bloody heck was that Phil!?”

“That was Cerberus the guard of the underworld!”

“Cerberus!? Phil, I don't think even Hercules can defeat him, we have to help him!” Mike tried to run
back into the stadium but Kairi grabbed him by his shirt.



“Kairi, what are you doing, let go!”

“You're not going Mike… not without me that is!” Kairi smiled at Mike.

“Alright, let's go!” The two heroes ran back into the coliseum, as Hercules was about to fall.

“We'll take things from here Hercules!” Hercules nodded and ran back into the lobby.

“Kairi, jump on his back and attack him there!” Mike and Kairi jumped on Cerberus's back and attacked
the heads with crosslashes until Cerberus knocked them off and dark energy flowed out of its mouth and
then rose out of the ground to attack Mike and Kairi.

“Crap! Kairi move it, if we keep moving the dark energy can't hit us!” Mike grabbed Kairi who was about
to get hit and got her out of the way of all the dark attacks until they were over.

“Same strategy once again Mike?” Mike nodded and they jumped on the back of Cerberus and Mike
activated Strike Raid hitting Cerberus ten times and Kairi sliced the middle head with four hit combos,
leaving Cerberus with a quarter of it's max HP.

“Kairi it's starting the darkness attack again, move!” Mike and Kairi ran around the stadium, dodging the
attacks with Dodge Roll, then when it was over Mike and Kairi finished Cerberus off with a double four
hit combo!

“W-we actually beat him!?” Mike said, out of breath, then they both started glowing and they grew to
level seventeen, Mike increased in HP and Attack, while Kairi increased in HP and defense and Kairi
learned Strike Raid while Mike learned Stun Impact!



“We beat him Phil! Cerberus is down!”

“What!? You two actually beat Cerberus!?” Phil said amazed.

“I told you that we're good, now you'll believe us!” Kairi said.

“I had no doubt guys, I saw you two in the arena and I just knew you'd beat him!” Hercules said.

“Wait a second, where's Cloud!?” Mike exclaimed.

“He just left, you might be able to catch him if you hurry!” Mike and Kairi rushed out of the stadium and
caught up with Cloud.

“Hey Cloud, nice battle!” Cloud stopped and turned around.

“I guess I should thank you two for finishing Cerberus off… maybe this will make up for it…” Cloud formed
a glowing blue ball and threw it inside Mike.

“What the- what'd you do!?” Mike pulled his Keyblade out.

“You now know the ability Sonic Blade… that's my thanks…” Cloud said as he walked off.

“This is so cool! Now we both know Sonic Blade and Strike Raid!” Kairi said smiling.

“Now we can use a lot more duo combos together!”



Back in the coliseum Phil mentioned again that two kids beat Cerberus.

“Don't tell them but I weakened Cerberus a lot before they came.”

“Don't worry, my lips are sealed!”

Back to the Keyblade masters they had already boarded the gummy ship and were surprised to find that
there were no more places to go to.

“What!? We couldn't have sealed them all, what's going on!?” Kairi asked.

“Maybe Cid'll know, he's an gummy ship expert!” Mike said.

“Alright let's pay a visit to Cid, what world is he in?” Kairi asked.

“Traverse Town, the town I started in!” Mike set coordinates for Traverse Town and they shot through
the heartless ships and arrived in Traverse!

Author's Note:

Mike: So Mike now can use Sonic Blade!

Serena: And they're back in Traverse Town, what'll happen there!?



Shobu: Only time will tell in the next chapter!

Mike: So for now you'll have to wait (Sorry…)

Serena: R&R, No Flames, and Enjoy!
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